dejima. on the other hand, very few of the dutchmen posted on dejima ever acquired more than the most elementary level of Japanese language proficiency. hendrik doeff (1777-1835) was certainly an exception. 4 The history of doeff 's dictionary is the subject of this essay.
in 1745 the Japanese ban on importing Western books was lifted. in 1754, the first year that books were imported through dejima, two copies of François halma's dutch-French dictionary, a dutch-French dictionary by pieter Marin, and a latin-dutch lexicon arrived with a shipment from Java.
5 as a limited number of Japanese scholars were now allowed to possess european books, slowly but surely, the interpreters' linguistic skills were passed on to outsiders, especially to rangaku (dutch learning) scholars in edo. some interpreters even began translating Western works on medicine, astronomy and geography. Medical studies were a major motive for Japanese scholars to learn dutch.
6
What were the language skills of the interpreters during the last quarter of the eighteenth century? according to the swedish botanist carl Thunberg, who came to Japan in 1775, the language abilities of the interpreters tended to vary. Most of them could speak more or less intelligibly, and some of the older interpreters spoke very clear and understandable dutch, when the conversation was limited to daily affairs. The majority, however, never properly learned the language and used strange expressions and unusual phrases. 7 in general, up to the eighteen hundreds the linguistic interest of the Japanese interpreters and the dutch personnel at dejima was confined to maintaining a sort of lingua franca in order to trade. The beginning of the nineteenth century witnessed the emergence of large-scale alphabetical dictionaries, which gave the translation of dutch publications into Japanese a great boost. François halma's dutch-French dictionary, mentioned above, was very much part of these developments. This dictionary provided the basis for the first dutch-Japanese dictionaries, one by Japanese scholars working in edo and another one produced under the direction of the Opperhoofd hendrik doeff at dejima. 
